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OPERATION RESCUE ROSES

Anita Clevenger

In California, we’ve preferred to call people who take cuttings
of roses in endangered historic sites “Rose Rescuers” rather
than using the more colorful Texan term, “Rose Rustlers.”
After all, old roses often survive for a century or more, only to
be lost due to herbicide use, development or misguided cleanup efforts. If we’ve been able to collect a rose and grow it in
the Historic Rose Garden, we’ve rescued it from oblivion.

CEMETERY ROSE

Or have we? Recent guidelines from Sacramento City requiring us to move or remove at least fifty roses, but probably
many more, made us realize how precarious it is to have a
rose in just one location.
The City agreed to give us time to propagate the rare and historic roses in our collection, but we know from experience
that roses can fail when moved or newly planted. Ideally, we
would grow at least two copies of each rose in our garden, but
we don’t have adequate planting space. We’d also have backup plants available, but where would we grow them? And,
we’d fan them out to other public and private gardens and to
commercial growers to make sure that if they are lost in Sacramento, they still can be found elsewhere.

We’ve been sharing our roses with other public gardens and
commercial growers for years, and have routinely sent them
to Florida Southern College’s Dr. Malcolm Manners, who can
propagate them safely and share them with East Coast growers. Through those efforts, some of our rarest roses such as
‘Bloomfield Abundance’ are available in several locations.
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HERITAGE ROSE FOUNDATION
CONFERENCE
The annual membership meeting of the Heritage Rose
Foundation will be held during a conference at the Huntington Library, Art Collection and Botanical Gardens in
San Marino, CA, from September 30-October 2. Conference theme: “No Rose Is Safe: Rose Preservation in a
Challenging World.”
Included is a pre-conference tour on September 30 to two
historic sites: the Banning Museum in Wilmington and
Rancho Los Alamitos, where lunch will be served. Roses
from our collection will be featured in the tour.
(Continued on page 11)
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EDITORIAL -

EXPECTATIONS

As gardeners we live with expectations—expectation
the rain will come, expectations of beautiful blooms
and ripe tomatoes, expectations that pests will somehow vanish and pollinators appear.
Our expectations this year were certainly met with the
beautiful bloom during the spring, though we did not
anticipate the incredible heat of July which brought
the garden to a near standstill.
Our expectations did not include addressing the City’s
new rules regarding Cemetery plantings. City staff
called them ‘guidelines’, but we found the City’s expectation that they would be quietly followed to the
letter, while we expected ‘guidelines’ to be considered
as individual situations warranted.
As a result, cemetery volunteers spoke out—and are
still speaking out—about the expectations of the public that this garden be preserved as it is: historically
important roses grown among Sacramento’s pioneers
as they were grown in the 19th and early 20th centuries.
Some of the requirements within the ‘guidelines’ are
without merit—roses haven’t harmed stones in this
cemetery, for example—and it is now our expectation
that the establishment of the Technical Advisory
Committee will be our opportunity to share our
knowledge of the garden with City staff.
Our expectation is that we will be heard and the City
will come to realize that to implement a strict interpretation of the ‘guidelines’ will effectively remove
one of the Cemetery’s most historically important and
attractive elements.

Historic Rose Garden
Events
Propagation Class
September 10
10:00 a.m.
Fall Color in the Rose Garden
Tour
November 19
10:00 a.m.
Watch the website
for dates for
HEADLINE
Pruning Classes and workdays
beginning
in December
SUB-HEAD.
SUB-HEAD.
SUB-HEAD. SUB-HEAD.

Open Garden 2017
April 8

Comments, questions, concerns:
Judy Eitzen
verlaine@citlink.net

He who would have beautiful
roses in his garden must have
beautiful roses in his heart.
Samuel Reynolds Hole, 1869
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CURATOR’S CORNER
It’s been a rose roller coaster this year. The garden
never looked more spectacular than it did this April,
or more miserable than in May, when many plants
were so damaged and defoliated by blackspot and
powdery mildew that we feared for their lives. In
June, our roses proved that they are tough survivors
by dropping old leaves and pushing new growth,
helped by our volunteers’ diligent monitoring, watering and a bit of judicious fertilization. Then, we
were hit with the hottest July on record, including a
string of days over 105◦F. In retrospect, we should
have increased our once-weekly watering schedule
throughout the garden because our sandy soil can’t
hold sufficient moisture in such heat. Some of the
roses began suffering again. We decided to water
two days a week throughout the garden, spreading
the amount of water that we usually apply once a
week over two days. With the more frequent moisture, some cooler temperatures and shorter days the
roses began to push new growth and bloom.
We want to reduce the number of ups and downs in
the garden, and conducted soil tests, consulted with
fellow rosarians and soil experts, and studied reference materials to develop a plan to build up the soil
and its ability to retain water, and better irrigation
practices. Results of the soil tests are posted on our
website. They show that our soil is low in organic
matter, very low in nitrogen, and high in phosphorus, calcium and zinc. The soil pH is somewhat
high, although the water is a surprisingly ideal 6.4
pH. We are going to develop a “recipe” for soil

Anita Clevenger
amendments for new plantings, as well as a plan for
what we will be adding at what time of the year to
roses throughout the garden. We have already given
some roses fish emulsion and timed-release fertilizer, and spread compost and additional bark chips
over many plots, which will improve organic content
and moisture retention of the soil, suppress weeds
and neaten the plots. We have a list of about thirty
roses that are not thriving, and plan to give them
additional water, some alfalfa pellets and fish emulsion to give them a nudge.
Irrigation continues to be a challenge. We get
breaks and leaks in the system. The amount of water each adjustable-rate bubbler produces is hard to
control, since water usage elsewhere in the cemetery
affects the rose garden, and turning one bubbler
down causes others to surge. People seem to fiddle
with them, and we find the bubblers turned off or up
too high. One part of the solution is to change out
the variable bubblers to fixed-rate pressure compensating heads. We need to monitor the system constantly. Charlie Wingo has taken on both jobs, assisted by Jim Atwood and Lynda Ives. We all have
been working to ensure that water flows to the roses
by grading the plots and creating water basins
around the roses. As I tell the Sheriff’s Crew, we
don’t need to water the monuments!
We hope that all of these efforts will pay off with
healthier roses and a garden that looks even more
lovely this fall and next spring.

ROSE GARDEN SIGN
We are delighted to report that the new Historic
Rose Garden sign has been installed by the City.
Nothing lasts forever—even in a cemetery and the
old sign was losing integrity. We set aside funding
to design and fabricate this new, metallic sign
which should last for years.
Come visit and check it out.
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‘QUATRE SAISONS’ - A Rose of Many Names
“What is the rose called ‘des Quatre Saisons’? Where
did it originate? No one can say ...”(1) These two questions asked almost one-hundred fifty years ago would not
be answered until the year 2000 when DNA testing
would reveal the “parent roots” of this most mysterious
and famous rose.
Its family, Damask, is itself equally mysterious and famous. The class name refers to the exotic and ancient
city of Damascus in the Middle East, long believed to be
the origin of Damask roses.
Damasks are roses of great
antiquity. They are characterized by their gray-downy, soft
-textured foliage and largerugose oval-obtuse leaves of
yellow-green. Their canes
are always very thorny with
flowers borne in small clusters on mostly lax canes.
Damask roses are particularly
known for their delicious and
seductive perfume, a scent as
exotic and romantic as their
Eastern home, a scent that has
immortalized and endeared
the Damasks to ancient and
modern cultures alike. Rose
water made from Damask
roses was so highly valued that only the wealthiest and
most powerful could afford it. When Saladin took Jerusalem from the Crusaders (1187), he wanted to purify the
walls of the Mosque of Omar, which the Christians had
used as a church; he commanded that the aforementioned
walls be washed with rose water brought from Damascus,
and it took at least 500 camels to bring the [rose] water
they used. (2)

“This name is familiar to all those involved with the Rose
be it as writer or grower, and it is certain that the Damask
rose was the favorite rose sung by the ancient poets of all
countries because of its considerable perfume ...”(3). After
the Damasks were introduced to Europe, most likely by
the marauding Crusaders, Damask rose water was used in
official ceremonies all over Europe, a practice that is still
observed today. If the actual origin of the Damasks is
debatable today, what is not debatable is that these roses
have been used for centuries in the production of oil of
4
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roses or A ttar, and it is their incredible scent that is most
associated with roses.
Once the Damask roses proved European weather worthy, it took no time for them to be adopted by the
wealthy for their beauty and scent, by merchants for
rose oil production, and by apothecaries for their medicinal properties. Rose water made from the white damasks was especially valued for treating eye ailments.
But the Damasks soon became particularly notable for
the ability of a number
of forms to actually re
-bloom twice in one
season. The class became divided into two
natural but distinct
groups: the Summer
Damasks
which
bloomed only once,
and the A utumn Damasks which bloomed
first in the late spring
and then again in the
fall, also called the
“Monthly Roses” by
the French for bloom
remontancy.
The
Frenchman La Blond
in his popular handbook on gardening,
explains how to get lots of bloom and re-bloom from
these “Monthly Roses:”
“... care consists in cutting it
down to the ground in spring; they are also to be
pruned at the end of March by, taking the new
shoots to the Eyes next to the stem, lastly they
are to be pruned after each moving of the sap,
cutting the Branches below the knots where the
Flowers were, after the flowers are gone. 'Tis by
this abundance of cutting that this Tree Rose is
kept always in flower.” (4)
These repeat-blooming Damasks were probably first
cultivated in monastic gardens. Ellis Peter's “Father
Cadfael” certainly used them in his syrups, and were
best known and used for their scent and medicinal properties. By the end of the 16th Century, the A utumn
Damasks were popular and well-known in English,
(Continued on page 5)
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French, and Dutch gardens. By the 18th Century,
whether for its re-blooming ability, its medicinal use,
or its incredible scent, one form 'Quatre Saisons' or
'Autumn Damask' was the most cultivated rose by the
French. By the 19th Century, the French and the Portuguese took this Damask to their colonies to be used
as hedgerows to divide property. Before the introduction of the long-blooming species and hybrids
from China, Quatre Saisons' or Rosa damascena bifera, was the only Damask known to European nurserymen that re-bloomed with any regularity. It was
used in several breeding programs and was significant in the development of the Damask Perpetuals or
Portlands.
The Damask Rose may be considered as the
'author' of all the typical sorts known under
the names Bifera, Portland, and Perpetual.
The Bifera or 'Quatre Saisons' was the first
offspring, the Portland the second, and the
Perpetuals of recent origin.....(5)
'Quatre Saisons', or 'Autumn Damask', or Rose damascena bifera, has no less than twenty-four synonyms,
“ad hoc” as one rose historian described it; a fascinating and well-traveled rose. R. damascena bifera, R.
damascena semperflorens, “Rose of Castile” to the
Italians and Spanish; “Rose of Paestum” to the Romans after they were planted by the Greeks; 'Autumn
Damask' to the English and in the States; and 'Quatre
Saison' to the French is known from Syria to Macedonia, all over the Ancient world, and then several
thousand years later, to Europe.
There is a strong argument that 'Quatre Saisons' first
appeared and was cultivated in Italy not Damascus.
This Damask is considered to be a natural cross between R. gallica and R. moschata and we now know
after DNA testing, a large dose of R. fedtschenkoana
has been added to the cross. 'Quatre Saisons' shares
many growth characteristics with its non-remontant
parents and siblings: vigorous growth, thorniness,
strong canes, ample rugose foliage, a lovely delicatepink rose to look at, and scent to die for. In our Chico area, 'Quatre Saisons' is the rose most commonly
found in our rural cemeteries. Yes, it does bloom
twice in the season.
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The Damasks as a class are perhaps the most mysterious of all rose groups because it has been so difficult to track their parentage, history, and genetics.
DNA testing has brought us a few steps closer to
understanding this fascinating, group of roses, but
this is only one part of this rose puzzle put into
place. The 'who,' 'what,' 'when,' and 'where' still
remains to be convincingly answered and may never
be. But maybe, who cares? 'Quatre Saisons', a rose
of many names and places, and its class is awesome!
To sum up, the Damask Rose is a very interesting sort in that it blooms all Summer, or at least
two times a year, in Spring and Fall. This what,
in the final analysis, makes it to be preferred in
the garden that we can have roses in Winter. (6)
John Bidwell's 'White Perpetual' or 'Quatre Saisons
Blanc Mousseux' yearly reverts back to its mother,
'Quatre Saisons', putting on a splendid pink and
white show in the Bidwell Mansion Garden.

_________________
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Journal des Roses , September 1965
JR 179/1877-1914
JR 9/56
Le Blond, Aubrey, Theory and Practice of Gardening, 1728
(5) JR 1854-1859)
(6) (Histoire des Roses, by Charles Malo, 1821)

Julie Matlin is a Master Consulting Rosarian with the American Rose Society
who has, over the last ten years, undertaken the restoration of the Rose Garden
at the Bidwell Mansion in Chico.
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MONUMENT REPAIR

AMERICAN ROSE MAGAZINE

Over the years, we’ve spent about $3000 to repair monuments and an equivalent amount purchasing mortar and cement for plot repairs,
spending money raised on behalf of the Historic
Rose Garden to repair cemetery features within
our borders.

The American Rose Society featured the Historic
Rose Garden in the July/August 2016 American
Rose magazine, which is sent to its members
around the world.

Two monuments have recently been repaired in
our area as part of an overall Old City Cemetery
Committee effort to put broken pieces back in
place. We plan to fund this repair, and to seek
approval to repair another four broken monuments and to stabilize the exposed and eroding
foundations at the base of two tall stone pillars.
We will also seek approval to have two more
broken-down brick plots repaired. We are preparing documentation that will need to be
signed by the Preservation Director, City Historian and City Parks before we can proceed. We
hope to have the work done before winter. It’s
very satisfying to make repairs to cemetery features that will last for many years to come, using
funds that we’ve raised through our very successful propagation and rose sales.

Photos were taken by noted garden and rose photographer Saxon Holt, and the article written by
our curator Anita Clevenger. The article shows
how beautiful the garden looked in early April,
when climbing roses bloomed overhead and thousands of blossoms framed the monuments.
Many thanks to ARS President Pat Shanley for
her commitment to our garden, and Robin Gee
for help in photographing the roses and putting
the article together

YOU TUBE VIDEO
Our 20th anniversary documentary, Cemetery
Rose, has been posted on YouTube and the
Cemetery Rose website. This 30-minute feature tells the story of our garden and its rare
and historic roses. It features interviews with
co-founder Fred Boutin, our past curator, the
late (and sorely missed) Barbara Oliva, and our
current curator, Anita Clevenger.

DVDs of the documentary, which includes
many photos of the garden and its roses, is still
for sale for $15, but we are excited that the film
itself is available to everybody for free on-line.
Thanks to filmmaker Louise Mitchell for her
friendship and support.
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ROUNDING UP RAMBLERS
One regular task in the Historic Rose Garden is
to corral canes growing through the wrought
iron fence that borders the garden along Broadway.
The climbing roses along the fence have rewarded our care this year with exuberant growth that
is gratifying while new canes seem determined
to escape the confines of the
fence. They wander out into
the open air above the
Broadway sidewalk and must
be pulled back and tied to the
fence or removed.

Lynda Ives
(5-1-1) first, followed in a week or so with Osmocote Slow Release Fertilizer (18-6-12). The
result was that almost all the roses perked up
immediately, producing a bumper crop of flowers and sending out strong new shoots.
In fact, one rose, “Car Wash Rose,” generally
thought to bloom just once a season, is repeating this year.

The only holdout was
‘Easlea’s Golden Rambler’.
This old rose had thick
grey canes and leathery
leaves. It appeared that
the canes were not channeling sufficient water and
nutrients to the outer
branches, and the whole
plant seemed to be dying
back. On close examination, we could see what
looked like entry holes
made by borers at the base
of some canes. Hoping for
the best, we decided to initiate a significant pruning,
starting with the dead and
damaged canes.

What could be the source of
all this new growth? The recipe is pretty simple – add
water and fertilizer, then let
nature take its course.
Early in spring we realized
the sandy soil in that part of
the garden was allowing the
water from the bubblers to
seep straight down through
the ground instead of flowing
out around the roses and
then down to the roots. We
remedied this situation first
by changing out the bubbler heads for heads that
delivered a larger volume of water and next by
creating a moat to direct the flow of water out
and around each plant.
Once the water was properly channeled, we provided fertilizer in two increments: fish emulsion

We did indeed find evidence of borers, and to
our amazement and delight, new growth appeared within two weeks after pruning. A second round of pruning is scheduled for the fall.
So far so good!

FERTILIZER CODES
Commercial fertilizers list three numbers separated by hyphens on
containers. The numbers refer to the proportion of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium (N, P, K). For example, a balanced fertilizer
would be 10-10-10.
What does each of these nutrients do for plants? One way to remember is “up, down, and all around.”
Nitrogen helps with plant growth above ground, phosphorus is effective at pushing growth below ground and potassium is important for
overall plant health.
7
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Rescued Roses, cont.

Anita Clevenger

(Continued from page 1)

What is a “rare” rose, anyway? We spent some
time debating this point and decided that roses should be available commercially as well as
grown in public gardens. We decided to consider only locations in the United States, since
it is hard to import roses from outside the
country. Finally, we determined for this purpose that a is rose rare if it can be found in
fewer than four public gardens and/or nurseries.
We used the Combined Rose List and HelpMeFind Roses to identify where roses are
grown. Janette Hamlin did the original research of all of our roses grown on supports,
with the list further developed by Karen Jefferson and Jim Atwood. Indeed, many of the
roses in our garden are rare by this definition.
Karen and Tom Jefferson provided initial sets
of cuttings to Dr. Manners and Burling Leong
of Burlington Nursery in Visalia, and we are in
discussion with other commercial growers and
public gardens. A recent shipment to Dr.
Manners ended up with the package wet and
“folded like an accordion.” Dr. Manners said a
note from the US Postal Service was attached,
saying “We care about your mail.” We are
glad to hear that, and hope that future packages will arrive intact. Dr. Manners said some of
those cuttings seemed OK, but others were
already compost. We will continue to identify
and share rare roses in the hopes that they all
will be available in at least three locations beyond our garden.
We’ve also distributed many of our rare roses
through our annual plant sales, and know that
private gardens are a key way to ensure that
roses can be preserved and passed along. We
are thinking of having people fill out
“adoption papers” for rare roses purchased at
future sales, and to promise to list their gardens on HelpMeFind Roses so others will
know where the rose is growing.

ple can compare and study a wide variety of
roses, see how they grow to their potential
size, and learn about their history and what
roses grew in California during pioneer days.
We serve as a living library, not just of rare
roses, but of historic roses from many other
cemeteries, pioneer homesteads and mining
camps. Not infrequently, we are asked to
provide a clone of a rose that’s been lost from
its original site. If we’ve lost it, too, we hope
that it’s been preserved in another garden or
nursery.
Combined
Rose
List is a publica tion compiled and edited by Beverly R.
Dobson and Peter
Schneider. Published
since 1980 , this volume provides information about some
15,000 roses, plus
nurseries in the US,
Canada and many
overseas countries.
Details at: www.combinedroselist.com.

HelpMeFind Roses is a w ebsite dev oted
to roses, clematis and peonies. Information can
be found on selecting, buying, breeding, and
rose care. More than 44,000 roses have been
cataloged with more than 160,000 photos. Includes lists of rose societies, authors, breeders,
hybridizers and publications from around the
world. Members may post information and
photos. Check it out at www.helpmefind.com/
rose/index.php

We mustn’t forget that the individual roses
aren’t the reason our garden is valuable and
beloved. It’s the overall collection, where peo8
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Lonely Roses
While to many, the ideal rose garden consists
only of roses, we’ve always felt that such a monoculture is unhealthy, unattractive, and not true
to the spirit of our pioneer cemetery and the
dense, diverse plantings that were historically in
place. We want our roses to have companions.
At our first plantings, Dee Boutin brought in violets to put in the plots. Irises were added to
many plots, some of them old cultivars such as
the 1893 ‘Crimson King.’ We planted bulbs,
spread California poppy seeds and planted other
flowers.
Some companion plants have grown like weeds,
and we fight to contain them. Others have
grown well, struggled to establish or disappeared altogether. We learned that plants have
to be robust in order to survive weeding, mulching, trampling and the dry soil in our garden.
Frail native bulbs such as the Mariposa lily don’t
stand a chance, and neither do plants that need

Anita Clevenger

moderate or greater amounts of water such as
scabiosa. Native plants can be very picky about
soil, exposure and water, and refuse to grow
where there is too much mulch.
Our roses look especially lonely right now because we’ve been aggressively weeding, removing spent poppies, dividing and cutting back
watsonia, and spreading mulch. We are also
diligent about monitoring plants which may
overgrow flat stones and work to keep companions away from them.
We are hopeful that the poppies and other
plants will grow anew this fall. If they don’t, we
will spread more seed because we think there is
something magical about the combination of
California wildflowers mixed with California
found roses. We will also continue to explore
what companions will do well in our garden,
and make sure that our roses are lonely no
more.

Antique Daffodils
California Poppies
Barbara and iris circa 2002
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Lutea Looses Its Tree

Anita Clevenger

What does a tree-climbing banksia rose do when
its tree is removed? That was the dilemma that we
faced when the City of Sacramento determined
that the elm tree that supported the yellow R.
banksia lutea at the south end of our garden had
to be removed due to Dutch Elm disease.
A huge tangle of rose canes engulfed that tree and
two Italian cypress that were growing next to it.
One of the cypress grew at an angle and was damaging a marble monument, and the City decided it
needed removal, too. That left one cypress supporting both living and cut canes of the rose,
climbing to its tip.
An initial City decision to remove it was reversed
after a city arborist came to consult, and recommended that the tree and rose should stay. We
removed as many dead rose canes as we could
reach, but many are left high in the tree. Its top
has bent over, but we expect that the cypress will
send up new branches and resume its vertical
growth. We are glad that the rose is still there, but
it will never be the same. At least we have photos
and memories of its splendor.
HARVEST DAY
Each year, the Sacramento County Master
Gardeners hold an event at the Fair Oaks
Horticulture Center—Harvest Day. The event
includes several speakers on gardening techniques, tours of the Water Efficient Garden,
grape tastings and a number of vendor tables.
The Historic Rose Garden had a table placed
near the Sacramento Chapter of the California
Native Plant Society and the local rose society
and other gardening and horticultural organizations.
Judy, Haru and other volunteers spent the
day speaking with more than 300 guests
about the Historic Rose Garden.
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Technical Advisory Committee aka TAC
The City of Sacramento is presently developing
the plan and membership for a Technical Advisory Committee to provide expert advice and
recommendations for the landscape management of the Historic City Cemetery.
Membership will include experts in specialties
including archival preservation, public cemetery management, historic designation and
preservation requirements, ornamental horticulture, cultural landscape management, arborist, conservation/protection, volunteer organizations and plot owner representatives, and atlarge members from the Parks Commission,
Old City Cemetery Committee, and Preservation Commission.
We expect that volunteer garden managers will
be included as members based on comments
made by Parks Director Chris Conlin to the
Preservation Commission on June 15, 2016.
The TAC will be conducted in an open and
transparent manner, with opportunities for
public comment. We are hopeful that on-site
review and scientific evidence will be used to
determine what plants, if any, are posing an actual hazard to cemetery features and public se-
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curity. We also hope that the committee will
identify and prioritize problems and concerns,
such as irrigation and maintenance practices,
plot erosion, monument instability, etc. In
short, concerns that jeopardize the preservation
of our beautiful historic cemetery.
The City of Sacramento has not rescinded or
amended the Planting, Pruning and Trimming
Guidelines published by the City on February
19, 2016. However, we are still in a moratorium from removing structures and moving or
removing roses that they support or that are
deemed to be too close to monuments, thanks
to Councilmember Steve Hansen. We also
thank Sacramento’s Preservation Commission
for their attention and providing a platform for
public comment, and Parks Director Chris
Conlin for taking the lead to form the TAC.
Most of all, we thank our friends and supporters and rose lovers throughout the world who
made it clear that the Historic Rose Garden is
an important historic feature worth preserving
along with other cemetery features.
Are we a cemetery or a garden? Yes, we are
both!

(Continued from page 1)

A reception Friday evening at the Huntington Gardens will be followed Saturday with a full day
of talks on rose preservation—how we can keep roses from disappearing due to lack of commercial sources, changes in management or direction at public gardens (including our garden), and
pests and diseases. An optional dinner at IlFornaio will feature Stephen Scanniello who will
speak about his efforts as Curator of the New York Botanical Garden’s Peggy Rockefeller Rose
Garden and his role with Connecticut’s Elizabeth Park. On Sunday, conferees will be permitted
early free admission to the Huntington and may spend time with Tom Carruth, Curator of the
Rose Garden and attend a propagation workshop conducted by Gregg Lowery.
Conference chairperson is Anita Clevenger. She’s worked hard to make this conference affordable and interesting. The bus tour price is $75. The conference is $120, with dinner an additional $65. A block of rooms at the Saga Motor Inn are being held until September 8 th. To register or to learn more about the conference, go to www.heritagerosefoundation.org.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Fall Rose Gardener
Tasks
Now is the time to deadhead
spent blooms or let hips develop
for visual interest in winter—
and to attract birds.
Begin garden cleanup—remove
diseased or damaged foliage and
clean up the area around the
roses.
Begin to plan for spring. Look
over the garden and decide what
plants to add—annuals, small
perennials—or even more roses!

Propagation Class
September 10
10:00 a.m.
Fall Color in the Rose Garden
Tour
November 19
10:00 a.m.
Watch the website for dates for
Pruning Classes and workdays
beginning in December
Open Garden 2017
April 8
Volunteers welcome
916-715-7294

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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